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 Elections and Power: The Locus of

 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages*

 Jean C. Oi and Scott Rozelle

 While the election process is important, the significance of the Organic
 Law on Villagers' Committees rests with what happens after a village
 election. The existence of the law reveals little about the actual distri-

 bution of power and decision-making in China's villages. Even free and
 fair elections cannot be assumed to bring meaningful change to the
 contours of rural power where there is a dual authority structure - Party
 and government - in every village. The villagers' committee is now
 elected, but the Party secretary is still appointed by the higher levels of
 the CCP. Which is the locus of power?

 Power, following a standard definition, can be measured as the extent
 of authority one party has over another. In Maoist China the basis of
 power was fairly straightforward. The source of power was appointment
 to political office by the CCP, buttressed by giving those in office
 economic control through a system of central planning and rationing.

 Decollectivization radically changed the configuration of power in
 China's villages. Some rural cadres still have significant economic power,
 but others do not. Appointment to political office no longer automatically
 carries with it control over a significant array of scarce and valued
 economic goods and opportunities. Whether cadres have power depends
 not on their office but on their own ability to mobilize resources.' The
 institution of competitive elections further muddied the political water by
 introducing a new basis of power: that derived from the legitimacy of
 the election process.2 In theory at least, this leaves open the possibility
 that the locus of power could be the CCP-appointed Party secretary,3
 the popularly elected villagers' committee chairman,4 or the villagers'
 assembly or representative assembly. This article addresses the question
 of the likely locus of power in rural China's changing economic and
 political environment.

 Unlike during the Maoist period, the answer to this question varies
 with the heterogeneity of China's villages. Our preliminary research
 suggests that, at least in the short run, the significance of village elections
 and emergence of local participatory bodies may depend on the economic

 * The authors would like to thank Amelia Hughart, John Kennedy and Jennifer Solotaroff
 for assistance in the data work for this paper. The comments of Larry Diamond, Alex Inkeles,
 Guo Li, Thomas Metzger, Ramon Myers and Michel Oksenberg are greatly appreciated. We
 also gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Ford Foundation, Beijing.

 1. See Jean C. Oi, Rural China Takes Off. Institutional Foundations of Economic Reform
 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999).

 2. There were elections during the Maoist period but they were not competitive and
 therefore failed to have legitimacy. See John Burns, "The election of production team cadres
 in rural China, 1958-74," The China Quarterly, No. 74 (June 1978), pp. 273-296.

 3. Party secretaries may be popularly elected by Party members within the village.
 4. There are also other bases of power, for example, those derived from family and kinship

 hierarchies such as clan ties.

 ? The China Quarterly, 2000
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 context in which these political processes occur. The power of those
 elected hinges on concurrent economic power. Two key economic vari-
 ables - the degree of village industrialization and the nature of villagers'
 ties to the economy outside their village's boundaries - are most likely to
 determine which decision-making body has power in the village and how
 that power is exercised.

 The Research

 Our findings are based on intensive fieldwork and a nation-wide survey
 to test the anecdotes and impressions gained from interviews. We con-
 ducted open-ended interviews on elections and local assemblies in eight
 provinces with a range of individuals. These included provincial, county
 and township officials, representatives to the local people's congresses,
 local Communist Party heads, directors of villagers' committees, repre-
 sentatives to the villagers' assemblies, farmers, out-commuting migrants,
 and local traders and entrepreneurs.

 In 1996 we collected survey data on the election process, the emerg-
 ence of assemblies and representative assemblies, and information on
 local leaders as part of a much larger effort to understand the political
 economy of China's local communities. The set of sample villages was
 relatively small, but nearly nationally representative (see below). The
 enumeration group was a team of social scientists from Beijing; the
 respondents were three leaders from each sampled village. The survey
 design chose prefectures, counties, townships and villages randomly,
 using a comprehensive sampling frame stratified on the basis of gross
 value of industrial output, a variable shown by Rozelle and others to
 account for large differences in regional development.5 In each of the
 representative provinces (see tables for list of provinces), the enumeration
 team surveyed four villages in each of eight counties, yielding a total of
 32 villages per province. In addition to information on village political
 institutions, we collected data on the structure of the village economy and
 the linkages that it had with the rest of China.

 The Structure of Village Authority

 According to the Organic Law, two bodies make up the formal
 decision-making structure of a village: the villagers' assembly or rep-
 resentative assembly and the villagers' committee.6

 5. Scott Rozelle, "Stagnation without equity: patterns of income and inequality in China's
 rural economy," The China Journal, No. 35 (January 1996), pp. 63-92.

 6. These two organizations are the successor to structures found in earlier periods of
 communist rule. The villagers' committee is the successor to the management committee of
 the agricultural producers' co-operative and to the management committee of the production
 brigade; the villagers' assembly is the successor to the general assembly of the agricultural
 producers' co-operative and the representative assembly of the commune members.
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 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages 515

 Villagers' assemblies. While most studies of the Organic Law have
 focused mainly on the fair and competitive election of the villagers'
 committee (cunmin weiyuanhui),7 the villagers' assembly (cunmin huiyi),
 not the villagers' committee, in principle, is the highest decision-making
 body in villages. The Organic Law on the Villagers' Committees passed
 on 24 November 1987 states that "the villagers' assembly is the supreme
 decision-making body of village self-government, and all the major
 village affairs are to be decided by the villagers' assembly."' The
 villagers' committee is subordinate to the villagers' assembly and is
 elected by it.9

 The crafters of the Organic Law conceived of the villagers' assemblies
 as a form of direct democracy that would supplement the indirect
 democracy of the people's congresses found at the higher levels.'0
 The Law specifies that "all things which relate to the interests of the
 people shall be decided by people themselves."" Local regulations
 stipulate that villagers' assemblies "examine and approve the social and
 economic development plans of the village and the annual plans; electing
 and removing the members of the villagers' committee; discussing and
 deciding the division and adjustment of the contract responsibility land
 lots and land lots for one's own provisions; altering and annulling the
 inappropriate decisions of the villagers' committee; checking the financial
 accounts of the village; discussing the assignment plans for the distri-
 bution of household residence areas; deciding the other issues which
 relate to the interests of all the farmers of a village."'2 Some local
 measures specify that expenditures on non-production projects over 500
 yuan, and on production projects over 3,000 yuan, are to be discussed by
 the villagers' assembly. Other items open to discussion by the assembly
 include birth control programmes, the administration and use of ma-
 chines, power, water and other collective resources.

 Villagers' representative assemblies. In practice, however, direct
 democracy, especially in large villages, proved unwieldy.'3 Many villages
 moved to a more manageable system of representative democracy,
 adopting "villagers' representative assemblies" (cunmin daibiao huiyi).
 The Ministry of Civil Affairs (MoCA) issued a circular on the
 establishment of villagers' representative assemblies in 1990. According
 to MoCA statistics, by 1994 about half of China's villages had estab-

 7. Exceptions include Anne F. Thurston, Muddling toward Democracy: Political Change
 in Grassroots China, Peaceworks No. 23 (Washington, D.C.: United States Institute of Peace,
 1998); and Susan Lawrence, "Democracy, Chinese style," Australian Journal of Chinese
 Affairs, No. 32 (July 1994), pp. 61-68.

 8. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies in China (Beijing Research
 Group on the System of Village Self-Government, December 1994), p. 1.

 9. "There could not have been a villagers' committee, and hence true village
 self-government, without the villagers' assembly." Ibid. p. 5.

 10. See Peng Zhen's speech at the 20th session of the Standing Committee of the Sixth
 NPC in March 1987, quoted in ibid. p. 4.

 11. Ibid. p. 4.
 12. Ibid. p. 116.
 13. According to MoCA, the average villagers' assembly would be attended by 600 to

 1,800 people, all members of the village 18 years and older. Ibid. p. 2.
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 lished this system. Our survey of rural China confirms the shift (Table 1).
 The number of villages with villagers' representative assemblies in-
 creased between 1988 and 1995, while the number of villagers' assem-
 blies decreased. However, compliance varied by province. Shandong
 province had the best record in establishing villagers' representative
 assemblies (87 per cent in 1995); Shanxi had the worst (only 56 per cent).

 The villagers' representative assembly became the "permanent organ
 when the villagers' assembly is not in session to handle important village
 affairs."'4 Although its authority is not exactly equal to the villagers'
 assembly,15 the villagers' representative assembly "discusses and decides
 on all issues which fall within the sphere of the administrative village
 (xingzheng cun)."'6 The size of the representative assemblies varies
 according to the population and number of small groups in a village. A
 number of provinces stipulate a minimum number of members."7 The
 lower levels within each province may also have their own regulations.'8
 The MoCA puts the average somewhere around 30 representatives, with
 50 in large and 20 in small villages.'9 Our survey found that of the
 villages that had representative assemblies, the average size was 34 per
 village in 1995 (Table 2, row 2, column 2); the smallest had 23 members;
 the largest had 44 members.

 Limitations on villagers' assembly power. It is questionable whether
 practice mirrors the principle that the villagers' assemblies and represen-
 tative assemblies should be the locus of decision-making. Fieldwork
 suggests that important issues such as expenditures are raised in villagers'
 representative assembly meetings.20 For example, one villagers' represen-
 tative assembly of 38 people was convened to discuss the establishment
 of a village enterprise. After the assembly came to agreement, it then
 called a village-wide discussion, initially organized within the village
 small groups and then in a villagers' assembly meeting. After the factory
 was up and running, the villagers' representative assembly met the board
 of directors of the factory to decide on the dividends from the factory.

 14. Ibid. p. 114.
 15. Regulations stipulate that representative assemblies are the only body with the power

 to elect and remove members of the villagers' committee and work out of the village
 conventions and village pledge. Ibid. p. 115.

 16. Wang Zhenyao, "Village committees: the basis for China's democratization," in
 Eduard B. Vermeer, Frank N. Pieke and Woei Lien Chong (eds.), Cooperative and Collective
 in China's Rural Development: Between State and Private Interests (Armonk, NY: M. E.
 Sharpe, 1998), p. 253.

 17. For example, Shandong requires no less than 30, as does Liaoning. Fujian states that
 it should be no less than 35 in villages with more than 1,000 households and no less than
 25 in villages with less than 1,000. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies,
 p. 100.

 18. For example, some places in Hebei state that the number of members should be
 generally 2-3% of the villagers aged 18 and above, in others there should be 30-60 members.
 While in Shanxi, there should be 20-60 members, but in villages with less than 400 no
 representative assembly need be established, instead there should be a full villagers' assembly.

 19. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies, p. 100.
 20. Oi observed villagers' representative meetings in Hunan and Henan in the summer of

 1994. The ministry requires that villages keep detailed notes of the issues discussed and the
 decisions made during these meetings.
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 Table 1: The Proportion of Villages that have Villagers' and Representative Assemblies by Province in China, 1988 and 1995
 (%, mean values)

 China Zhejiang Sichuan Hubei Shaanxi Shandong
 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995

 Villagers' assemblies 73 69 53 41 81 87 78 66 71 78 81 75
 Representative assemblies 70 78 81 84 56 78 87 84 41 56 84 87

 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 Table 2: Attendance and Membership of Villagers' Committees, Representative Assemblies and Villagers' Assemblies by Province
 in China, 1988 and 1995 (mean values)

 China Zhejiang Sichuan Hubei Shaanxi Shandong
 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995

 Number of members 5.4 5.2 5.3 4.7 5.5 5.3 6.6 6.6 5.4 5.1 4.3 4.2
 per village on villagers'
 committee

 Number of members per village 35 34 43 44 42 39 42 38 20 23 25 26
 on representative assembly

 Average % of members 3.6 3.7 3.7 4.4 3.8 3.2 4.2 4.0 2.6 2.6 3.4 3.9
 per village on representative
 assembly

 Number of people attending 437 451 538 451 596 619 457 461 323 342 295 290
 villagers' assembly

 Average % of people 48 49 52 45 50 51 53 59 44 43 45 47
 attending villagers' assembly

 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages 519

 The representative assembly and the board of directors also decided on
 the manager of the factory.21

 It is not clear how typical the above example is. It is also unclear
 whether the decision to set up the factory was made elsewhere and the
 villagers' representative assembly was convened to discuss and approve
 - or rubber-stamp - the decision, or whether the meeting to decide on the
 dividends was simply a formality. Is the power of villagers' representa-
 tive assemblies circumscribed much like that of the bodies that they are
 modelled on at the higher levels, the people's congresses? Are they
 merely forums where important issues are discussed, reviewed and
 approved, but decisions are made elsewhere? How much authority is
 there?

 While research to date does not allow a full answer to these questions,
 the ability of a body to be a viable and influential political force can be
 gauged by examining the structural limitations on its operation. One
 measure is how often a body convenes. Both the villagers' assemblies and
 the representative assemblies meet infrequently (Table 3). The villagers'
 assembly may meet only once or twice a year (row 1). The representative
 assembly supposedly meets more often, but this is usually only three or
 four times a year (row 2). The survey data show that the average number
 of meetings of the villagers' assembly is less than twice a year for China
 as a whole. The highest average number in the provinces surveyed was
 2.63 in Hebei in 1988, but this number declined to only 1.33 by 1995.
 The villagers' representative assemblies met somewhat more frequently,
 averaging 3.76 meetings across China in 1995.

 A second measure is who has rights to attend the assemblies and
 who chairs the meetings. The make-up of the villagers' representative
 assembly varies by village. According to MoCA, the villagers' repre-
 sentative assembly consists of six kinds of individuals: villagers'
 representatives, members of the villagers' committee, chiefs of village
 small groups, deputies to the people's congresses at various levels,
 members of the CPPCC at various levels, the village Party branch
 secretary and members of the village Party branch.22 Of these, some are
 elected while others are considered "natural representatives" who are
 simply given a place in the assembly.23 The villagers' representatives are
 the elected members, primarily from the village small groups, and they
 constitute the largest number. Every ten to 15 households, organized
 according to residence, elect one representative for a three-year term.
 Special interest groups within a village, such as women, senior citizens,
 youth, teachers, private entrepreneurs or even factory managers, might
 also have a representative. The representatives are the spokespersons for
 their group. Before each session they are supposed to collect the opinions,
 suggestions and demands of their groups. After the meetings, the

 21. China Interview (hereafter CI) 82494.
 22. Some assemblies also allocate seats for retired village heads.
 23. According to some accounts, these do not count in the total number of village

 representatives - but it is unclear what this actually means.
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 Table 3: Frequency of Meetings of Villagers' Assemblies and Villagers' Representative Assemblies by Province in China, 1988
 and 1995 (mean values)

 Chinaa Zhejiang Hebei Liaoning Shandong H ubei Sichuan Shaanxi
 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995 1988 1995

 Mean values

 Villagers'
 assembly meetings
 (per year) 1.52 1.56 1.06 1.10 2.63 1.33 0.50 0.71 2.52 2.34 1.33 1.70 1.50 1.50 1.84 1.90

 Representative
 assembly meetings
 (per year) 3.58 3.76 3.65 3.13 3.71 3.73 2.20 2.56 6.31 6.93 4.84 4.80 1.30 1.83 2.09 2.97

 Note:

 a Weighted average by rural population of seven sample provinces.
 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages 521

 representatives communicate the essence of the decisions to their
 constituencies.

 Rules of procedure state that any item that is advanced by one-third of
 the representatives should be put on the agenda for discussion. Some
 specify that a quorum of two-thirds of the members of the representative
 assembly must be present for the assembly to be convened. Decisions are
 by majority rule. Resolutions must be voted through by over 50 per cent
 of the villagers' representatives.

 However, despite rules that suggest a democratic process, there appears
 to be a bias towards control of the representative assemblies by the
 non-elected members, particularly by those belonging to the CCP. All
 members of the villagers' committee - the body the assembly is supposed
 to oversee - are in the assembly. In addition, the Party branch members
 (usually two or three), the heads of the small village groups (who
 frequently, but not always, are Party members) and the village Party
 secretary are given seats in the assembly.24 Even though MoCA
 reports indicate that these non-elected members are fewer in number
 than the elected representatives, they are a powerful minority.25 There
 are also rank-and-file Party members who may be serving as elected
 members.

 One MoCA publication states that Party members generally account
 for an average of 25 to 35 per cent of the total number of villagers'
 representatives.26 However, based on Oujiakuang village in Zhaoyuan
 city, Shandong, which is given as a typical case, out of a rather large
 assembly of 112 members, 72 (64 per cent) were Party members.27
 Examples from our interviews also show a much higher Party presence
 than the reported average. For example, in a village in Henan, 21 of 32
 villagers' representatives were Party members.28

 The power of the cadre/official group is further enhanced by virtue of
 the fact that the head of the villagers' committee often chairs the
 assembly sessions, which puts him or her in an important position to set
 the agenda. In some cases, the village Party secretary directs the as-
 sembly. Moreover, some local regulations call for "a preparatory director
 meeting, which is attended by the director, deputy director and the main
 members of the villagers' committee" to decide the issues to be discussed
 at the forthcoming assembly meeting.29 During the assembly the director
 or the deputy director then puts forward these issues for discussion along
 with a plan for solving the particular problems facing the village.

 Poor attendance by some elected representatives may further allow
 the non-elected Party members to dominate the assembly. Interviews

 24. In Oi's fieldwork, some villages said that the village Party secretary should not be there
 unless he is an elected villagers' representative. CI 81694.

 25. The deputies to the People's Congress and members of the CPPCC within a village
 usually only number 2-3. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies, p. 103.

 26. Ibid. p. 79.
 27. Ibid. pp. 80-85.
 28. CI 82494.

 29. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies, p. 49.
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 suggest that members who are active and successful in commerce and
 enterprise are especially likely to miss meetings and have little or
 no chance to study the problems or sufficiently investigate the matters
 before the assembly. The underlying reason, as county officials
 openly noted, is that these individuals do not receive payment for their
 participation.

 While more research is needed before any firm conclusions can be
 reached about the power of villagers' representative assemblies, the institu-
 tional structure of both them and the villagers' assemblies makes them
 ill-suited for quick, on-the-spot decisions. Representative assemblies may
 play a useful role as a formal legislative and oversight body, but the
 day-to-day decisions and agenda setting that are so important in determin-
 ing village economic affairs are made elsewhere in most villages.

 Villagers' committees. First established in the 1982 Constitution, the
 villagers' committee is designated the organ of self-government at the
 basic level.30 By early 1985, according to MoCA reports, 948,628 vil-
 lagers' committees had been established.31 The 1987 Organic Law stipu-
 lates that they are elected directly by villagers.

 Villagers' committees are supposed to implement policy, educate the
 masses and make decisions regarding all issues related to their villages.
 The 1994 Jiangxi regulations call for villagers' committees to prepare
 plans for village welfare, and for issues related to culture, education and
 public health. In addition, they should help develop collective, joint and
 household enterprises and organize support services for production to
 increase people's income and well-being.32

 The villagers' committee is headed by a chairman or director, assisted
 by a vice-chairman. In our data, we found on average slightly more than
 five persons on villagers' committees, ranging from four in Shandong to
 nearly seven in Hubei (Table 2, row 1). As a small standing body, the
 villagers' committee is more suited to quick economic decision-making
 than the villagers' assembly or representative assembly. But that does not
 necessarily ensure that it is not subordinate to the village Party secretary.

 There is no clear-cut, simple generalization about the power of the
 villagers' committee versus the Party secretary. The impact of village
 elections and the resulting power of the elected committee vary
 significantly across different types of villages. In some, the villagers'
 committee is the seat of decision-making; in others, the Party secretary
 keeps tight control of power in spite of elections. Variation seems to be
 tied to the nature of the village economy and the changing bases of power
 in China's countryside after decollectivization. The pattern, to the extent

 30. In October 1983, the Central Committee of the CCP issued the "Circular on Separating
 Government from People's Communes and the Establishment of Township Governments,"
 which stipulated detailed requirements for the establishment of these committees.

 31. Study on the Election of Villagers Committees in Rural China (Beijing: Ministry of
 Civil Affairs, 1993), p. 1.

 32. Zhonghua renmin gongheguo cunmin weiyuanhui youguanfagui, wenjianji guizhang
 zhidu huibian (Laws, Documents and Regulations of the PRC Concerning Villagers'
 Committees) (Beijing: Minzhengbu, 1995), p. 40.
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 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages 523

 that one exists, seems to revolve around whether a village economy is
 based primarily in agriculture or in village-owned enterprises.

 The Changing Bases of Village Power

 Officials at the bottom of China's administrative hierarchy have always
 played a crucial role in determining the effectiveness of state policies and
 the well-being of the rural population. Even though the village is not
 considered an official level of government, village-level cadres remain
 key political as well as economic actors who shape the fate of China's
 rural inhabitants. What has changed is the context in which grassroots
 cadres carry out their tasks and the resources that they have at their
 disposal to exercise power. This difference in control over resources
 affects where the locus of village decision-making lies.

 Leaders and power during the socialist era. After the Great Leap
 Forward, the production team was the legal owner of the land and the
 harvest and the unit to which individual households belonged and
 worked, and from which they received compensation.33 In that system,
 the hierarchy of power was clear. The key decision maker was the
 production team leader, who almost always was a Communist Party
 member; there was no separate Party cell or officially designated leading
 Party cadre (or secretary).34 There were elections, but there was no
 choice. The slate of one candidate per office was pre-selected by the
 brigade and commune officials. The team leader managed production,
 guided the work effort of team members, and carried out other productive
 and non-productive tasks assigned to him by the production brigade and
 commune. Most importantly for the purposes of this discussion, the team
 leader allocated work, grain and productive inputs, and distributed rev-
 enues. In other words, by virtue of holding office, all team leaders were
 in a position to be the gatekeepers of opportunities and resources for the
 team and all its members. Moreover, the power of the team leader, while
 underpinned by the Communist Party and the local commune government
 (its work teams, police force and other organizations), was amplified by
 Mao's development strategy that bound farmers to the land and the
 countryside.35 Appointed officials could exercise power and get villagers
 to comply by offering to grant them access to goods and opportunities
 (such as income, inputs, leisure or social services), or by threatening to
 deprive them of these resources.36

 While conflicts between state and local interests induced team leaders

 to take action to protect team resources and member interests, departing

 33. See Jean Oi, State and Peasant in Contemporary China: The Political Economy of
 Village Government (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989).

 34. There usually were insufficient numbers of Party members in a team to form a Party
 branch.

 35. For an elaboration and documentation of this system see Oi, State and Peasant.
 36. For a discussion of team leaders as gatekeepers of their team members economic as

 well as political well-being see Oi, State and Peasant.
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 too far from the Party line would threaten one's own position of power.
 Leaders lacked the exit options either to channel local resources into the
 non-agricultural sector or to quit government service and pursue commer-

 cial interests. This prompted leaders to maintain at least the facade of
 compliance, if not to align themselves with commune officials to secure
 the one available source of power - appointment by a higher level
 official.

 Function and power during the reform era. Much like production
 team leaders, cadres in the village are the linchpins of effective im-
 plementation of state policy. Adherence to production plans is now no
 longer a major issue, but at a minimum all village cadres still have overall
 responsibility for the economy, and implementation of state economic
 policies, including the collection of taxes, allocation and fulfilment of
 quotas on grain, and in some areas, on cotton or tobacco. In addition, they
 must oversee payment of fees and enforcement of corv6e labour levies
 and social policies, such as family planning and cremation, and provide
 for schools and welfare. In many cases, a necessary (though not
 sufficient) condition for staying in office is the completion of these policy
 duties.37

 Even though they are not considered state cadres, village leaders are
 expected to act as agents of the state, carrying out the bidding of the
 higher levels of government. They are paid a salary from village coffers,
 but they are still primarily dependent on their own labour for their income
 and grain. Rozelle's earlier description of the roles of a village leader
 remains apt: a) profit or income maximizer, who is an income-seeking
 and effort-minimizing individual; b) the lowest-level policy implementer
 of the state, who needs to finish administrative tasks imposed by higher-
 level government, and who, by virtue of his position, has access to
 privileged income-earning opportunities and other perks in the local
 community; and c) headman of the community who cares about the well-
 being of farmers and derives welfare from the satisfaction, status, and job
 security that comes when he/she can effectively address the concerns of
 villagers.38

 While there is continuity, the particular role that village authorities
 play mirrors the variation that has developed in the nature of village
 economies in the post-Mao period. Some villages remain almost exclu-
 sively agricultural while others are primarily industrial. The tasks of
 village cadres in these different environments may vary widely. The
 variation and change in the work and resulting power of village cadres
 stem from three institutional reforms: decollectivization; the rise of

 37. Scott Rozelle and R. N. Boisvert, "Quantifying Chinese village leaders' multiple
 objectives," Journal of Comparative Economics, Vol. 18, No. 1 (February 1994), pp. 25-45;
 Scott Rozelle and Li Guo, "Village leaders and land-rights formation in China," American
 Economic Review (May 1998), pp. 433-38.

 38. Scott Rozelle, "The economics of village leaders in Reform China," Ph.D. dissertation,
 Cornell University, 1991.
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 Decision-Making in Chinese Villages 525

 markets and opportunities to move out of agriculture and beyond the
 village boundaries; and the emergence of elections and other village
 participatory bodies. Each of these has had an effect on the bases of
 power in China's villages.

 Decollectivization. Most production teams became the village small
 groups (xiaozu), a subordinate organization under the village retaining
 little economic power. The village became the lowest level of administra-
 tion. But like the production team, the village as a collective lost much
 of its direct control of agriculture and the ability of cadres to distribute
 collectively owned goods and resources decreased (see Table 4, row 1).
 In the early years, village officials still retained control over the allocation
 of some key inputs, such as fertilizer, farm services and land. But as input
 and service markets have gradually matured in China, this control has
 waned in importance. The major exception is land. Table 4 (row 2) shows
 that many village leaders still actively intervene in the distribution of
 land. That intervention has been theoretically and empirically shown to
 be tied to the struggle for power in the village.39

 Equally if not more importantly, decollectivization eroded the ability of
 village leaders to rely on agriculture for collective revenue. With decol-
 lectivization the collective lost the right to the income from the sale of the
 harvest. The household became the unit of production and accounting.
 The in-kind and cash income derived from the consumption, marketing
 and other uses of harvested grain belong to households. This fiscal change
 has caused some villages to become "paralysed" because of impoverished
 coffers. Because they are not considered fiscal units of the state, villages
 receive no budget allocation from the upper levels. Village-level expendi-
 tures are tied completely to village revenues (Table 4, rows 4 and 8).
 Without rights to the income from the sale of the grain harvest, villages
 with only agricultural income are left dependent on tiliu and other fees
 paid by villagers to the village treasury (rows 5 to 7).40

 New opportunities. While decollectivization had a negative impact on
 village agricultural income, on the other hand the reforms allowed the
 diversification of the rural economy and the re-opening of markets that
 afforded new opportunities for both local leaders and farm households.
 This greatly increased the scope for revenue generation and opened the
 door to a new channel to power - to the extent that power is derived from
 being able to provide (and deprive) goods and services that villagers
 demand. This occurred in villages with successful enterprises (Table 4,
 row 3).41 Industrial firms and other village-operated economic activities

 39. Rozelle and Guo Li, "Village leaders and land-rights formation."
 40. The disbursement of such fees is often already earmarked, providing leaders with little,

 if any, discretionary control.
 41. While all would have liked to shift into non-agricultural pursuits to generate revenue,

 physical, locational and human capital constraints have precluded all villages from benefiting
 equally from the reform opportunities. See Oi, Rural China Takes Off for details on how
 village enterprises developed.
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 Table 4: Village Control over Agricultural and Industrial Activities, and Village Fiscal Accounts in Rural China, 1995

 China Zhejiang Sichuan Hubei Shaanxi Shandong Hebei Liaoning
 Unit (n = 215) (n = 32) (n = 32) (n = 32) (n = 32) (n= 32) (n = 15) (n = 16)

 Village management of
 agriculture and industry
 Villages with collectively run % 1.4 0 0 6.3 0 0 0 0
 farming operations

 Villages that have intervened % 69.8 65.6 21.9 90.6 93.8 84.4 80.0 100
 in land distribution since
 initial allocation

 Villages with collectively run % 34.4 46.9 25 43.8 31.3 28.1 26.7 50.0
 enterprises

 Village fiscal resources
 Village total revenues yuan/person 456.6 463.7 778.0 536.2 22.7 149.8 213.1 350.8
 Agricultural taxes yuan/person 55.3 114.4 64.4 71.4 19.5 27.2 23.9 43.4
 Village-level fees yuan/person 22.5 12.9 14.9 18.9 9.2 35.2 27.3 68.4

 (tiliu)
 Township-level fees yuan/person 33.8 14.6 24.2 20.4 15.6 138.4 43.3 29.5
 (tongchou)

 Village total expenditures yuan/person 372.9 264.9 1069.7 227.0 14.9 90.3 199.5 242.1

 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 have provided a potent new source of power for leaders, especially in
 places where and during periods in which villagers have no other
 opportunities to find jobs or purchase services besides those offered by
 local leaders. Profits from village enterprises have been used to build up
 community infrastructure, provide local farmers with jobs and other
 services, and reduce the tax and fee burdens of village households.42

 Somewhat more gradually, households on their own also began to have
 access to more diversified opportunities to earn a livelihood, although, as
 in the case of leaders, villagers differ greatly in their chances in finding
 employment. The rise of labour markets and increases in wage-earning
 jobs, perhaps more than anything else, have created linkages between the
 village and the rest of the economy. Self-employment has experienced a
 larger absolute increase than any other sub-sector of the labour market.
 Migration has exploded. When farmers find jobs off the farm, the
 importance of agriculture in their portfolio of activities declines and the
 shadow value of access to the means of farm production also falls.

 Village elections. Finally, the introduction of the Organic Law and
 village elections in 1987, at least in principle, created a new basis of
 power - popular election. As suggested above, this created the potential
 for three competing loci of power: the villagers' committee headed by the
 villagers' committee chairman, the villagers' assembly or representative
 assembly, and the village Party branch headed by the village Party
 secretary. In practice, however, it is clear that the likely locus of power
 is either the villagers' committee chairman or the Party secretary. Who
 wields actual power seems to hinge on the economic context in which
 elections take place.

 Economic Variation and Locus of Village Power: Some Hypotheses

 To examine the relationship between village economic structure and
 political power, imagine a two-dimensional continuum measuring two
 economic factors: the nature of ties to the outside economy and the level
 of village industrial development. In a box defined by two axes, specific
 types of villages can be identified.43 The first axis differentiates villages
 by whether their members depend primarily on internal village resources
 or derive their income from sources outside the village. At one end of the
 second, agricultural-industrial, axis, is the heavily agricultural village,
 where villagers rely on farming for their income. At the opposite end is

 42. In some villages, firms contribute fees and informal taxes to the village fiscal accounts.
 Most villages keep them separate; these revenues are used for many of the same
 pro-community purposes, such as investment in the community infrastructure and social
 services. Dong Xiao-yuan, "Public investment, social services, and productivity of Chinese
 household farms: a stochastic frontier analysis," paper presented at the Allied Social Science
 Associations Meeting, Chicago, 3-5 January 1998.

 43. Although we treat villages as though they fit neatly into these four cells, in reality most
 fall somewhere in between.
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 the highly industrialized village, where members rely on industry for their
 income.

 Focusing on the first axis, the nature of the ties of a village to the
 outside economy and society will influence local politics. When
 the interests of villagers are dependent primarily on what happens within
 the boundaries of their own village, they are likely to take a much greater
 interest in local assemblies and elections. A different dynamic arises
 when labour, commodity and other markets emerge and provide villagers
 with alternative employment and commercial opportunities. As linkages
 develop with outside markets, farmers will tend uniformly to reduce their
 interest in village politics, since their concerns lie outside of the village.
 Hence, we should expect villagers who run businesses in the village to be
 more interested in participating in local politics. In contrast, out-migrants
 will have neither the time nor interest to worry about local politics.

 The internal-external orientation, however, reveals only part of the
 story. The locus of power will also vary because of differences in the
 degree of access that leaders and villagers have to earning streams from
 different types of income. In other words, interest in local politics of
 leaders and villagers will depend on the type of village resources on
 which villagers depend.

 Location on the agricultural-industrial axis is the most obvious mani-
 festation of dependence." In an agricultural village, the welfare of the
 household is closely tied to access to land. Since land issues - by law and
 in practice - are under the control of an office open to competitive
 election, villagers will have an incentive to participate in local assemblies
 and to contest elections. At the same time, leaders in agricultural villages
 have little incentive to resist pressures for political change that might
 arise from active assemblies or contested elections. The household re-

 sponsibility system circumscribed the access of leaders to the earnings
 from farming. Consequently, one would expect lively, uninhibited,
 villager-led political participation in villages where members of the
 community rely primarily on the output from the land for their income.

 The situation in industrialized villages, although somewhat similar, is
 much more complex with a number of different outcomes possible. On
 the one hand, villagers primarily rely on village resources - in this case,
 village-owned industry. From this point of view, assuming the elected
 official or assembly chair can influence the distribution of earnings
 or access to employment, villagers may still want to contest elections
 and become involved in local assemblies. In fact, they should be expected
 to become actively involved, especially in villages in which they can

 44. There is another important linkage between the structure of income in a village and
 the dynamics of local politics, namely the extent to which local political institutions are able
 to influence the distribution and use of the resources that generate different types of income
 (henceforth the "degree of political insulation"). This is discussed later in this section. The
 additional explanatory factor is assigned a secondary role in this article, not because it is any
 less important but mainly because our data set precludes us from offering any concrete
 empirical evidence on its importance. By omitting the degree of political insulation from our
 empirical work we are taking the risk of confounding our results, and as a result caution should
 be used in the interpretations that we derive from the data.
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 derive large benefits from a successful political change (such as
 those with highly profitable firms or where firms have traditionally
 contributed to local treasuries over which villagers may want to exercise
 control).

 Unlike the case in the purely agricultural village, however, leaders in
 an industrial village may seek to limit the emergence of representative
 politics. They will try to establish tight control over the financial streams
 of industrial enterprises.45 Local leaders in rural China use firm resources
 to increase their status, enhance their promotion possibilities, develop the
 economic and social foundations of their village, and increase their own
 personal wealth.46 A leader of an industrialized village generally has more
 to lose than his counterpart in a purely agricultural village. As a result,
 these leaders should be expected to minimize the development of such
 political institutions.

 Our general hypothesis is that local politics will be more active (that is,
 greater participation in local assemblies and contested elections) when the
 economic and social context of the village is such that villagers have an
 incentive to participate and leaders do not have an incentive to limit such
 activities. We propose two important sets of characteristics that define
 this context. First, as the economic ties of villagers become stronger with
 the world outside the village, interest in politics should be expected to
 diminish. In contrast, politics in more inward-oriented villages should be
 more active. Secondly, the more the economy is agriculture-dependent
 and reliant on its own resources, the higher will be the interest of farmers
 in local politics and the greater the likelihood that elected villagers'
 committees will have power. In industrialized villages, ceteris paribus,
 the leader should be expected to take action to dampen the political
 participation of villagers.

 But there is an important caveat. To this point, it has been assumed that
 the key resources in each sector of the economy - for example, full
 managerial authority of firms in industrial villages - can be affected by
 those who come out on top in local political contests. In some villages
 this is clearly not the case. Some leaders retain managerial control over
 a firm, providing preferential employment, setting wages and distributing
 profits, regardless of the outcome of an assembly vote or contested
 election. More generally, there are villages where control and other rights
 regarding village resources are not affected by the outcome of an
 assembly vote or election.

 There are many reasons why control of resources is subject to different
 degrees of political insulation. In some cases, physical factors may
 determine whether control of a resource can be a political issue. For
 example, Brandt, Li and Rozelle empirically demonstrate how land is
 almost never re-allocated in the mountainous villages in Sichuan and

 45. Oi, Rural China Takes Off.
 46. Rozelle, "Decision-making in China's rural economy: defining a framework for

 understanding the bahaviour of village leaders and farm households," The China Quarterly,
 No. 137 (March 1994), pp. 99-124.
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 Shaanxi provinces.47 They argue that the nature of the cultivated land -
 terraced and requiring a great deal of investment and care by the farmer
 - nearly makes intervention an anathema, since the cost of tenure
 uncertainty is so high (such as in terms of the damage caused to the land
 from erosion). In such villages, since leaders have no degree of freedom
 on their control over land, one should expect little interest in local
 politics, even though villages in these areas are highly agricultural and
 inward-looking.

 In other cases, villagers' demands for elections wane if they believe
 that the outcomes will have little impact on their lives. So villagers may
 decide that the elections are unlikely to affect the operation and distri-
 bution of profits of village enterprises, or they may perceive that their
 welfare could not be improved should they move away from the status
 quo. Sometimes they set up a holding corporation (or some other
 organization) that divorces enterprise management from the political and
 social management tasks that are handled by the villagers' committee.48
 For example, a village near Zhengzhou in Henan with an elected vil-
 lagers' committee set up a separate industrial management office headed
 by a board of directors (dongshihui).49 While the name of the body may
 vary, this arrangement is quite common in China's industrialized villages.
 Whether the individuals making the decisions on industry are the same as
 the villagers' committee bears directly on the locus of village power and
 the impact of elections. Fieldwork and interviews suggest that there is not
 always an overlap. Sometimes, the villagers' committee chairman will be
 a member of the industrial management committee, as was the case in the
 Zhengzhou village cited above. However, in other cases, this may be a
 separate group entirely. Perhaps the most important feature of these
 committees is that they often are headed by the one village leader not
 subject to popular election - the Party secretary. Even in the Zhengzhou
 village cited above, the committee head was only second in command to
 the village Party secretary, who was chairman of the board of the
 industrial management office.

 In other situations, leaders distribute profits and make employment
 decisions in such a way that villagers believe that they are receiving their
 fair share from the enterprise and their lot would not be improved
 whatever change in management occurred. In one village, each villager
 had just received a new electrical service and an air conditioner unit.50
 Not coincidently, the "gift" occurred immediately before the election.
 The leader candidly told us that before he installed the new services he
 had reminded the villagers that these and any further improvements to

 47. Loren Brandt, Guo Li and Scott Rozelle, "Land in China: a discussion of fact, fiction,
 and the issues," Working Paper, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
 University of California, Davis, 1999.

 48. The reasons why villagers allow this institutional arrangement to emerge, of course,
 also need to be considered, but further in-depth examination of this institution is beyond the
 scope of this article.

 49. CI 82394.
 50. Rozelle interview 079702.
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 the village were a result of his hard work and caretaking of the village.
 In short, despite having an incentive to become involved in politics (since
 their interests are affected by the economic management of the village),
 if villagers do not believe political action will improve the management
 of the resource that is providing their livelihood, their tendency to
 become involved in assemblies and elections will decline.

 In such situations the villagers' committee may be given control of the
 civil and social welfare functions, and maybe control over agriculture, but
 the important revenue-generating activities remain in the hands of the
 Party secretary."' MoCA reports acknowledged that the functions of the
 Party and the government agencies are still combined. They recognize the
 core role that the Party leadership plays, but in doing so this highlights
 the fact that this sometimes overshadows other village organizations such
 as the village committee and the village assembly.52

 The point is not that all Party secretaries are powerful and villagers'
 committees are not, but that real power is determined by control over
 income-generating enterprises, not elections. If the political reality of a
 village is such that important resources are not subject to influence by
 political change, there will be little incentive to participate in politics, and
 vice versa. Unfortunately, collecting data on such dynamics is difficult
 and our current data set allows few if any glimpses at such control. If we
 did have such information, we should describe the economic context of
 political participation by a three-axes continuum. Without such infor-
 mation, our focus remains on explaining elections primarily on the basis
 of the village's income structure and its degree of openness.

 Patterns of village power and economic activity. This section examines
 how well our data accord with the hypotheses discussed above. The
 following results should be interpreted with care. First, the statistical
 confidence intervals around the means often make a mean from one

 category statistically difficult to distinguish from that of another.
 Secondly, many of the variables in our analysis move together, making it
 difficult to sort out which is actually more responsible for movements
 in the dependent variable. Partly to overcome these two problems, a
 later section uses multivariate regression to explain the determinants of
 assembly participation and contested elections.

 Agricultural villages. Our theory suggests that the chances that vil-
 lagers' committees are actually the loci of decision-making are highest in
 villages where farmers are primarily dependent on land and agriculture as
 their source of income, with little opportunity for migration and off-farm
 employment. Our survey shows that participation in villagers' assembly
 meetings and the likelihood of having competitive village elections are
 both higher where farmers are primarily dependent on the land for their
 income (Table 5, columns 1, 2, 6 and 7). Conforming to our hypotheses,

 51. See Oi, Rural China Takes Off.
 52. The Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies and Study on the Election of

 Villagers Committees.
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 these are precisely the types of villages where villagers have the greatest
 stake in the outcome of elections.53 In such villages some of the major
 roles for villagers' committees are "to manage the land and other assets
 belonging to the collective, to guide villagers to use natural resources
 properly, and to guide villagers to protect and improve the natural
 environment."54

 At a minimum, we can also then say that democratic election of the
 villagers' committee will increase the accountability of real decision-
 makers to the village membership. It allows the village members the
 option of "throwing the rascals out" if they pursue policies that are not to
 their liking. With regard to land, this may then be translated into
 villagers' committees adopting policies that are least likely to stir dissat-
 isfaction. This may explain our finding that villages with competitive
 elections are less likely to have land readjustments - a process that is
 often extremely contentious.

 Industrialized villages. The situation is less clear-cut when a village
 has well-established industry in a relatively isolated regional economy
 (meaning villagers do not have many options outside the village). It is
 precisely in these types of villages where both leaders and villagers have
 an incentive to contest for control over the main income-earning activity.
 Our findings show that when a village has a collectively run enterprise,
 village assemblies meet less often and fewer people attend (Table 6,
 columns 3 and 4). Assemblies meet with even less frequency and there is
 a much lower percentage of contested elections in those villages in which
 the leader is also an enterprise manager (columns 7 and 8). It may be that
 in these villages leaders have been astute enough (or have enough power
 and control over resources) and have a great incentive (since their
 participation in the enterprise may depend on their political position) to
 resist efforts to promote institutions, such as active assemblies, that could
 undermine their power.

 Interestingly, however, we find that there is a greater incidence of
 contested elections in villages with surplus revenue (columns 9 and 10).
 In one sense, this result appears to be contradictory, since larger trea-
 suries are often connected with the existence of enterprises. But not all
 enterprises contribute to local fiscal revenues, and there are other sources
 of fiscal earnings (such as logging and mining). Without considering the
 openness of the economy, the data show either that a willingness on the
 part of whoever - whether it be the Party secretary or the villagers'
 committee chairman - to hold elections may simply be tied to the desire
 to maintain the image of an advanced unit; or that villagers are putting
 enough pressure on local leaders that political institutions have devel-
 oped. On the one hand, cadres in these richer villages comply with
 upper-level directives to hold elections because it helps bolster their

 53. See Jean C. Oi and Scott Rozelle, "Democracy and markets: the link between
 participatory decision-making and development in China's rural reforms," paper presented
 at the annual meeting of the Association for Asian Studies, Chicago, 13-16 March 1997.

 54. Article 4, Organic Law.
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 Table 5: Farmer Interests, Village Assemblies and Contested Elections in China's Villages, 1995a

 Proportion of Proportion of labour in getihu
 labour in long- (self-employed)c Village land per capitad
 term migrationb Between 0 Relatively Relatively

 Low High None and 10% Over 10% scarce abundant

 Frequency of
 villagers' assembly
 meetings (per year) 1.53 1.57 1.77 1.16 1.08 1.38 1.80

 % of village
 population that
 attended villagers'
 assembly 48 39 42 54 49 42 48

 % of villages in
 which most recent

 leader election

 was contested 65 58 52 67 83 54 69

 Notes:

 aAll category divisions are made at approximately mean values.
 bA village that has more than 13% (the national mean of labour in long-term migration in 1995) of its labour migrating has a "relatively high" level of

 migration.
 cThe mean value of self-employed labour, as a proportion of all village labour, was 2.0% in 1995.
 dlf a village has more than 1.25 mu per capita (the mean sample of land per capita in 1995) that village has "relatively abundant" land per capita.

 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 Table 6: Village Leader Interests, Village Assemblies and Contested Elections in China's Villages, 1995a

 Revenues from Whether village has Village labour in township Occupation of Whether village has
 village activityb any village enterprise and village enterprisesc village leaderd surplus or deficite

 Has at Factory Deficit or
 Low High Has none least one Below 5% At least 5% Farmer manager breaks even Surplus

 Frequency of
 villagers' assembly

 meetings (per year) 1.70 0.76 1.76 1.21 1.50 1.57 1.80 0.83 1.61 1.47
 % of village
 population that
 attended villagers'

 assembly 45 65 47 41 41 46 44 67 45 45
 % of villages in
 which most recent
 leader election was

 contested 58 74 62 60 59 62 59 33 50 72

 Notes:

 'All category divisions are made at approximately mean values.

 bA village with annual revenues over 52,772 yuan (the mean sample of village activity income in 1995) derived from village activity alone has "high" revenues.
 cEach value is calculated as the mean percentage of the left-hand-side variable and is based on the proportion of the village's total labour force that is employed in

 township and village enterprises.

 dA value of 1 is given if the village leader works in agriculture, and 3 if the leader is a factory leader or manager; other job types (values 2 and 4-7) are excluded
 from the calculation.

 eVillages retaining any income over zero after cost have a "surplus." The maximum for 1995 (measured in 10,000 yuan) was 73.107; the minimum was - 70.1.
 Source:

 Authors' survey.
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 image. The reason why they risk doing this, while those in less wealthy
 villages do not, may be the perceived lower costs of holding an election.
 Unlike cadres in poor villages who control few resources and are often
 criticized and perhaps even resented by members, cadres in rich industri-
 alized villages usually enjoy both power and respect. One might expect
 that such cadres who are able to generate surplus revenues are also
 powerful enough to block elections. However, they also have the re-
 sources to buy off the villagers by offering them jobs in the village-
 owned factories and to use profits from the village-owned enterprises to
 increase services and eliminate or reduce tax burdens. This may lead
 them to conclude that interest in contesting their existing leadership
 would be low.55 Compliance with elections in such cases can be granted
 at little threat to their own power. Moreover, as suggested above, a
 powerful Party secretary can afford to hold elections and give a popularly
 elected villagers' committee head control over civil affairs and agricul-
 ture, while he or she retains control over the key economic decisions and
 resources that are the basis of village power.

 Open economies. Interest in village elections and participation in
 assemblies are also clearly affected (but in a somewhat more complicated
 way) by the linkages of a village with the outside economy. We believe
 that individual entrepreneurs are interested in local politics because many
 still work out of their homes, while out-migrants have little interest in
 local economic issues. Interpreted this way, there is some evidence for
 our hypotheses. In villages with out-migrants, participation in village
 assemblies is lower and the percentage of contested elections falls (Table
 5, columns 1 and 2). Without regard for the level of industrialization in
 a village, as farmers seek employment away from the village their ability
 and interest in participating in elections and assemblies fall.

 In contrast, entrepreneurs show more interest in local politics, particu-
 larly in elections (Table 5, columns 2 to 4). Although in villages with the
 largest number of self-employed, village assemblies meet least fre-
 quently, the meetings are fairly well attended. Interestingly, the number
 of self-employed is highly correlated to the number of contested elec-
 tions: the more self-employed, the more likely that the most recent
 election was contested. The greater interest in village elections may occur
 because private entrepreneurs, many of whom lack Party affiliation, see
 election to the villagers' committee as a viable way of countering the
 power of the Party - an organization that up until recently has shunned
 private entrepreneurs.56

 55. Leaders in highly industrialized villages had two responses when asked in open-ended
 questioning about their views on elections. Some said they had insulated themselves from
 elections. Others said that the enterprises had already provided so much for villagers that they
 not only did not fear elections, they welcomed them as a sort of additional legitimization of
 their power.

 56. We cannot rule out, however, the possibility that these villages may be the ones that
 the upper levels are targeting to implement elections in an effort to rebuild village government
 and resources. Such villages may have individual rich households, but the villages as a
 collective are often poor.
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 Multivariate analysis. To help overcome the problems of assigning
 statistical significance and disentangling the multivariate effects of the
 descriptive results reported in the previous section, we specify two
 regressions to explain the frequency of participation in villagers' assem-
 blies and whether or not the most recent election was contested by
 more than one candidate. With all of the same caveats regarding
 the caution of interpretation and measurement discussed above, partici-
 pation is explained as a function of income and market variables, the
 structure of the local economy (in terms of land and labour), and two
 variables that represent activities in which leaders should have high levels
 of interest.

 The variables have been generated with data from our primary survey.
 Income per capita is from village records and is from 1988 to avoid
 endogeneity.57 The study measures the general economic growth of
 villages using two variables developed by William Skinner. One measure,
 the City System variable, indexes the level of urbanization in the county
 to which the village belongs. The index ranges from 1 (very urban, as in
 the suburbs of Shanghai), to 6 (very rural, as in eastern Anhui and
 northern Jiangsu). The other variable (CPZ) locates the village in Skin-
 ner's Core-Periphery scheme, with 1 being in the core and 7 being in the
 periphery. A series of labour and land variables measure the orientation
 of the village's labour force, a way to judge the reliance of villagers on
 the village's own or outside resources. The land variable can also help
 situate villages on the agricultural-industrial axis on the continuum.
 Finally, the two variables are also included to measure the extent of
 interest that village leaders have in the village (and by extension, how
 much they would have an interest in discouraging participation).

 The results from the regression analysis largely confirm, and make
 more precise, a number of the findings from the descriptive analysis,
 especially in the case of the determinants of contested elections (Table 7,
 columns 3 and 4). In villages with village enterprises and relatively large
 revenues from village activity, contested elections are less common. Such
 a finding is consistent with the original hypotheses. Industrialized villages
 may see less participation, since leaders, ceteris paribus, are less willing
 to encourage participatory politics and may take action to limit or dampen
 interest in contested elections. Although insignificant in the contested
 election equation, village assemblies meet more frequently (and
 significantly so in a statistical sense) in villages with high land holdings
 per capita (columns 1 and 2). The frequency of meetings rises when the

 57. Endogeneity in this case means the concern that 1995 income and 1995 village
 elections may be simultaneously determined. That is, elections may be leading to greater
 incomes, as well as the reverse. If so, we may not be measuring the true causal relationship
 between income and elections. To avoid this problem we need to adopt an "instrumental
 variable" effect. This statistical method relies on finding a measure that is related to income
 in 1995, but is not "caused by" elections in 1995. One such measure that is both available
 and has this property is village income in 1988. To the extent that income in a village in 1995
 and 1988 are correlated and to the extent that there is no way that village elections in 1995
 could have affected income in 1988, this measure is an acceptable instrument that we can use
 in our analysis.
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 resources on which farmers depend are subject to influence by the village
 leadership.

 Some of the findings also support the idea that as villages become more
 linked to the rest of the economy, participation falls. The most obvious
 case is observed in villages with large out-migration. Because the inter-
 ests of these individuals lie outside the village, the incidence of contested
 elections declines significantly as the percentage of labour in long-term
 migration rises (columns 3 and 4). Additionally, with urbanization (City
 System) held constant, villages in more remote, less connected areas
 (CPZ) have higher participation in village assemblies (columns 1 and 2).

 One of the most interesting findings is the complex effect of income on
 participation. In the case of contested elections, there is an inverse "U"
 relationship (columns 3 and 4, rows 1 and 2). As incomes rise, villages
 experience a rising likelihood of contested elections. The level of rise
 increases at a decreasing rate, however. In the richest villages in our
 sample, those in the 90th percentile, the incidence of contested elections
 begins to fall. In contrast, however, the frequency of villagers' assembly
 meetings does not fall with higher incomes.

 In summary, then, there is fairly strong support for our hypotheses
 even though these results should be considered as preliminary. Our
 sample, though representative, is fairly small. And although the R-squares
 of both equations are both above 50 per cent, there still is considerable
 unexplained variance. Finally, despite many findings that are consistent
 with the hypotheses, a number of the variables that one would think
 should help explain participation (such as land holdings per capita in the
 contested election equation) have little explanatory power.

 The Difference Elections Make for Village Politics

 Regardless of whether ultimate power rests with the Party secretary or
 with the elected villagers' committee chairman, there is the separate issue
 of whether direct elections have affected village politics and the way that
 decisions are made. Is there any evidence that the direct election of
 villagers' committees or villagers' representative assemblies has had
 an impact on village affairs? Some preliminary findings include the
 following.

 Based on interviews, we find that in some villages where there have
 been elections, there is more open accounting of village spending. Some
 villages have implemented the "ten opens" demand for publicly posted
 detailed accounting of village expenditures; in others, the tiliu amounts
 are now openly posted. We also find that even though a representative
 assembly and sometimes a villagers' committee may not be the best body
 to decide the economic affairs of the village, some may now, at least,
 have veto power on the general use of village resources - the right to
 guide, rather than directly manage.

 There also is some evidence to suggest that elections have made some
 villages more compliant. Interviews in townships where villages have
 representative assemblies suggest that these representative bodies actually
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 Table 7: Results Explaining Political Participation in Sample Com-
 munities: Frequency of Meetings of Villagers' Assemblies and Compet-
 itiveness of Most Recent Election

 Dependent variables
 Frequency of villagers' Most recent leader

 Independent assembly meetings election was contested
 variables Coefficients T-ratios Coefficients T-ratios

 Income and market

 environment

 Income per capita 0.001 (1.42) 0.002** (2.12)
 Income squared 1.29e -os (1.62) - 3.72e -07** (1.98)
 Remoteness (CPZ) 0.49** (2.08) 0.06 (1.54)
 Development level - 0.46* (1.73)
 (City System) 0.09 -
 Presence of village - 0.31 (1.32) - 0.62** (2.45)
 enterprises

 Labour

 % of village labour - 2.23 (0.30) - 1.69 (0.17)
 in TVEs

 % of labour - 0.87 (0.14) - 0.45 (0.99)
 self-employed
 % of labour in 1.50 (1.53) - 1.85** (2.33)
 long-term migration

 Land

 Population density 0.81** (1.97) - 0.21 (0.05)
 (land per capita)
 % of land adjusted 0.002 (0.86) - 0.03 (1.11)
 Land has only been -0.36 (1.22) 0.70** (1.89)
 adjusted once or never

 Leader interests

 Revenues from - 0.005 (1.01) - 0.0003* (1.72)
 village activity
 State of budget
 (surplus or deficit) - 0.01 (0.78) 0.003 (0.10)

 R-Squared 0.51 - 0.63
 Adjusted R-Squared 0.33 - 0.36

 Note:

 Each regression also includes provincial dummies which are not shown here for brevity.
 ** Indicates significance level below 5%; *indicates significance level below 10%.

 facilitate the payment of certain fees. For example, a township in Xinye
 county, Henan, boasted that the number of villages that successfully paid
 their tiliu increased with the convening of the representative assemblies.
 Whereas in 1991, before the representative assemblies were established in
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 this area, around seven or eight villages did not pay the full amount of their
 owed tiliu, by 1994 all paid their full amount.58 This may seem counter-
 intuitive, but it is such a phenomenon that the central authorities was hoping
 for when they instituted village elections. Villagers may not listen to
 appointed officials, but they may listen to elected ones.59

 While additional research is needed to draw definitive conclusions, our
 survey data demonstrate that a village's industrial structure and the nature
 of its linkages to the outside world affect local elections and the participation
 of villagers in assemblies and representative assemblies. Using these results,
 our study may suggest a more dynamic story. One can actually begin to
 speculate on the evolution of local political participation during the process
 of development and transition. In the case of China, at least, the reform
 era in the rural economy has been characterized by rapid industrialization
 in the early period (the 1980s) and then increasing liberalization that led
 to a wholesale emergence of markets in the more recent period. If these
 trends continue, our predictions will be fairly pessimistic in terms of
 progress towards increased electoral competitiveness and greater political
 participation in China in particular, and in other developing countries in
 general. In the early stage of industrial transformation, village leaders who
 are involved in running factories will try to resist calls for greater political
 participation. At the same time, while reform policy may lead to fewer
 barriers and greater market liberalization in many villages, at least in the
 short run, farmers' interest in promoting elections will wane.

 If our micro-economic analysis is correct, and if in the early stages of
 development the shift to greater industrialization and liberalization con-
 tributes to higher incomes, in a dynamic sense, we may observe a negative
 relationship between incomes and contested elections, at least in the short
 term. Although our context is somewhat different, this result is at odds with
 the commonly held perception that political participation increases with
 rising wealth. But this does not mean that participation will necessarily fall
 in a monotonic, linear fashion. There are other factors that could lead to

 a turnaround in interest in local politics as incomes increase. For example,
 one set of results can be interpreted as suggesting that leaders might become
 confident in villages where they lead with little opposition and may
 encourage local political participation. It could also be that an inherent
 demand for true political voice increases once incomes exceed a certain
 level (one that China's villages have not reached yet). What this study
 suggests is that as income rises interest in political participation and popular
 control will increase only when people perceive it to matter to their interests.

 58. CI 82494.

 59. See Jean C. Oi, "Economic development, stability and democratic village self-gover-
 nance," in Maurice Brosseau, Suzanne Pepper and Shu-ki Tsang (eds.), China Review 1996
 (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 1996), pp. 125-144.
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